TAILORED-END PLEAT

DUST RUFFLE

Style: 2421

• Inverted box pleat at foot corners

TAILORED

DUST RUFFLE

Style: 2431

• Inverted box pleat at foot corners, and middle of each drop (except foot drop of twin)

CLUSTER

SHIRRED-ENDS

DUST RUFFLE

Style: 2481

• Approximately 12” gather at foot corners
• Fullness is 2 ½ to 1 in clusters
• Sides and foot are flat

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

820  Applied Trim Around All Hems
817  Applied Trim Platform Edge
201  Banding Around Hem
202  Banding Mattress Edge (Contrast Dust Band)
295  Color Matched Thread (Side & Bottom Hem Only)
755  Contrast Insert Vertical
367  Cording ½” Inserted Wire Hem
150  Cording ¼” or ½” Hem
282  Fabric Overlay
270  Fourth Side Drop
260  Grommets and Laces (Tailored Styles Only)
481  Hem Pillowcased
322  Lining Contrast on Dust Ruffle Drop
320  Lining on Dust Ruffle Drop
619  Lining, Interlining
311  Oversized Drop Dust Ruffle
245  Platform Removed
246  Platform Removed with Hook & Loop
234  Quilting Handguided (Tailored End Pleat Only)
232  Quilting Loom (Tailored End Pleat Only)
241  Split Corners Fourth Side
240  Split Corners
242  Split in Center of Foot Drop
726  Tent Flaps (Tailored Styles Only)

ATTACHED STYLES

9020  Attached Multicolor Sections
9021  Attached Rope ½” or 1” (fabric cord no lip)
9025  Attached Tabs
9027  Attached COM Button (premade button)
9028  Attached Covered Button 1” or 1 ½” only
9029  Button Hole
9035  Attached Tassel
9036  Cut Outs
9050  Attached Combination Styles

Refer to the Attached Styles section for more ideas.